
www.cutmetall.com 

Partner, process optimiser and problem solver
for recycling shredders and crushers.

More than just spare parts!

WE OPTIMISE YOUR
PRODUCTION PROCESSES



YOUR COMPETENT AND RELIABLE PARTNER

Our spare and wear parts are not original
parts of the machine manufacturers, but
process-optimised CUTMETALL own brands: 

Cutting crowns

Since 1996, we have been a competent and reliable partner when it comes to optimising the
quality and safety of shredding processes: 
Through high-quality products, customer-oriented services and well-founded consulting.

As a full-range supplier with
the highest market coverage,
CUTMETALL develops process-
optimised industrial knives, as
well as other spare parts, wear
parts and complete systems
for the machines of over 30
manufacturers. 
In doing so, our experts con-
centrate on creating products
that are optimally matched to
the individual machine types
and areas of application.

The CUTMETALL company group is one of the leading manufacturers and distributors of indust-
rial knives, spare and wear parts, as well as complete machine assemblies for the recycling and
shredding industry.

Precisely fitting.
Durable.
Economical.



CUTMETALL INNOVATIONS

SUSTAINABLE AND ECONOMICAL

In addition to standard spare parts, our comprehensive range already encompasses a variety
of specially optimized spare parts for different shredder models.

We are eager to assist you in identifying the optimal product for your application. Furthermore,
we are prepared to develop the appropriate spare part tailored to your specific needs –
whether it be a knife, screen, clamping bar, stator cassette, or, for instance, a cutting crown.
We are available to offer guidance on whether and how the service life and durability of your
machines can be prolonged through adapted spare parts.

We provide our customers with individual solutions for their specific applications, enabling
them to optimize their entire recycling process and thus operate more efficiently from an
economic standpoint. We assert that our customers experience longer service lives, reduced
downtime, and significant time savings due to the superior quality of CUTMETALL products.

In doing so, we focus on the entire recycling process and, in cooperation with our customers,
strive to respond to prevailing conditions, special requirements, and needs, delivering
coordinated solutions and concepts.



YOUR ADVANTAGES

Knives

Rotors

Our non-binding / free of charge service includes:
- On-site visits
- Measurement of sample parts
- Material and hardness testing
- Break analyses
- Advice on materials - suitable for your application

Our design department creates customised solutions for
individual requirements together with our product
developers.
We optimise our customers shredding and cutting
processes and reduce the downtime of their machines.

With several thousand spare and wear parts, CUTMETALL
is one of the leading suppliers of shredding accessories.
The extensive range includes shredder parts for nume-
rous common shredder and granulator models from over
50 manufacturer brands.

Knife holders

Accessories

CUTMETALL - partner, process optimiser and
problem solver for the recycling and shredding
industry.



OUR WEBSHOP 

www.shop.cutmetall.com

SOPHISTICATED AND CUSTOMER-FRIENDLY

Currently you can find more than 5000 process-
optimised spare parts and wear parts for shred-
ders and granulators of different manufacturers
in the CUTMETALL Webshop.

→ 24/7 availability (orders can be placed around the clock)
→ Intelligent search function (quick and easy search)
→ Own articles / order numbers (store your internal article numbers)
→ Document archive (access to all important documents at any time)
→ Cost centre management (relieve your accounts payable department)
→ Order templates (quick and easy re-ordering)
→ Memory list (for later orders or collective orders)
→ OCI standard interface connection (e.g. SAP)
→ App incl. barcode scanner (for simplified ordering processes)

→ Overview of availability and prices of all relevant components specifically for 

your machines at all times.

→ You can define regularly recurring spare parts or spare parts packages and 

order them in future with just one click.

→ You can download invoices and delivery notes as PDF files at any time. 

→ If necessary, you can arrange a partial delivery at any time.

Simply register now at
www.shop.cutmetall.com>>>



WE CAN HELP YOU

CUTMETALL Sales GmbH
Industriering 24
96149 Breitengüßbach –
Germany
 
TEL: +49 951 9 68 38 - 0
FAX: +49 951 9 68 38 - 29 
MAIL: sales@cutmetall.com 

You did not find what you were looking for on our
website? Do you need a special solution for your
machine(s)? 
Would you like a recommendation? 
Please contact us!


